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JUNEAU this book was published
two years ago and how I1 missed it I1
dont knowl although it is only 100
pages long reading it was like pull-
ing a curtain back afew inches to look
out and see a whole world of treasures

eleanor 0 vieviereckreck takes just 38
alaskan plants and goes through them
individually looking at each in terms
of its description distribution consti-
tuents medicinal uses and some warn-
ings about possible dangers in using
themthern

now that seems simple but it is not
I1 am sure the study of each plant takes
months of research it is not as sim-
ple as it sounds

firstsfirst it requires that native people
or longtimelong time residents provide the

2originalinal information about the plants
anand their medicinal uses secondly a
botanist has to identify the plants by
their scientific names and their
distribution next a person with a
background in organic chemistry has
to detedetermine justst what ingredients are
found in each of these wild plants

native informants work with field
researchers to go over the medicinal
wes and prepare any warnings that are
necessary in the use of these plants

the result of all this so far is a small
but very valuable book for genera-
tions to come people will now know
that certain plants are not just pretty
or have edible berries they will
understand that the leaves bark roots
and seeds may have important medical
uses

around our house we have raspberraspler
ries roses spruce strawberries cur

rants and dandelions every one of
which has medicinal uses that we
never knew about before like
ourselves many alaskansalaskasAlaskans havehate no
idea of the value of the plants grow-
ing right in their back yard

for examexampleuve in southeastern
4 devils clclub is said to be useful for
many medical problemsproblemsroblemsroblems and today
research is continuing to see about its
possible use in the control of diabetes
common yarrow has been used as a
medicine in many parts of the world
for a variety of problems what some
peopleople consider a weed may actually
be medically important

the author has done a great service
by puttinltogetherputting together this small booklet
she has sshownown us what can be learned
about the plants around us if we use
the wisdom of native elders and
medical and chemical specialists to
discover the curative powers of local
plants

after looking at alaskasalanskas wilderness
medicines I1 became increasingly
aware of the need to gather this kind
of information before the
knowledgeable elders pass away A
statewide project to inventory the
medical plants of alaska could have
many kinds of benefits

for example native nonprofit cor-
porationsporations university researchers and
medical specialists could all cooperate
think of the bridges of international
cooperation that trimighttight be built if the
research were extended to the soviet
union and canada where native peo-
ple also have a wealth of information
there must be grants and funding
available for this type of practical
stustudydy

some people may see this as just
another way to take traditional infor-
mation and turn it into a profit for non
natives I1 think the problem might be
solved by setting up a trust fundsundforfimdforfundforfor

she has shoshownwh us
A what can be learnedleamedbeamed

BCOK about the plants
around us if we use

REVIEW the wisdom of native
elders

all profits or at least all royalties
derived from this research those
funds could be used to help the elder-
ly or provide scholarships for natives
who want to work in the field ofhealth
and medical services

such a project would be a lot of
work if it were to be done right but
think of the possible benefits for in-
stance just last summer elwood
thomas of klawockkladockKlawock was telling my
wife and I1 about a medicinal plant that
a haida had used to alleviate heart
pain he called it hadia heart
medicine

however elwood did not know
which plant the haida used maybe
there are wonder drugs growing
wild in our own neighborhood that
could save lives if only we knew
where to look many of our modem
medicines were discovered by study-
ing the use of plants by local people

vierecksvierecktVierecks book is small but it is
filled with practical information and
it is proof that we have a lot to leamlearn
from elderly people who have a
knowledge of the medicinal uses of
plants most of the information is
slowly disappearing

I11 recommend that high schools use
alaskasalanskas wilderness medicines as a
short textbook on local plants and their
uses it can lead to not only factual in-
formation but mutual respect between
natives and non natives between
elders and young people between
those looking for scientific informa-
tion and practical application

I1 didnt see this book when it first
came out but now that I1 have found
it I1 am putting it in my special col-
lection of important books on alaska
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